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Complaint Summary 

Arnold Schwarzenegger is the USC Governor Downey Professor of State and Global Policy and 

Chairman of the USC Schwarzenegger Institute. Schwarzenegger has had a divisive public feud 

and policy differences with President Donald J. Trump. Schwarzenegger’s hatred for President 

Trump led him to donate $2.5 million to the USC Institute that bears his name. As Chairman of 

the USC Schwarzenegger Institute, Schwarzenegger remained in control of his $2.5 million USC 

donation at all times. Schwarzenegger abused his USC power and authority when he transformed 

his $2.5 million USC gift into partisan election grants to settle his personal and political scores 

with Donald Trump.  

Schwarzenegger’s $2.5 million in election grants were meant to hide his campaign contributions 

to Joe Biden and two Georgia Democratic senate candidates. Schwarzenegger’s election grants 
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of $2.5 million went almost 900 times over the $2,800 federal election campaign contribution 

limit. Schwarzenegger provided more than $1.6 million dollars in election grants to 10 

Democratic Georgia counties. The probability of winning the lottery is three times more likely 

than the Schwarzenegger Institute randomly selecting the 10 Democratic Georgia counties for 

grants as it claimed.  

The Schwarzenegger Institute bragged that its Georgia election grants increased voter 

participation by 6.3%, which provided presidential candidate Joe Biden with a 13,830 Georgia 

net vote gain. Since Schwarzenegger’s claimed his election grants increased Biden’s vote count 

by 13,830, and Biden won Georgia by 12,670 votes, it is very conceivable that Schwarzenegger’s 

election grants provided Biden with his Georgia victory margin. 

Christian Grose is a USC Associate Professor and USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s Academic 

Director. Grose, Schwarzenegger, and Conyers Davis formed a USC committee to determine 

election grant winners and amounts (Exhibit 7: Democracy Grants for Election Administration). 

Grose directed 11 of Schwarzenegger’s 33 grants to his home state of North Carolina, although 6 

of the 11 North Carolina grants failed to meet the grant’s criteria. 

Conyers Davis is the USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s Global Director. Davis used his experience 

of launching and managing large scale political campaigns to direct Schwarzenegger’s election 

grants to help candidate Joe Biden win the states of Georgia and Arizona. 

Schwarzenegger and Grose told at least five lies about the Schwarzenegger election grants. 

Schwarzenegger and Grose purposely lied to coverup the election grants partisan distribution. 

1. Schwarzenegger lied when he said he sent a letter to 6,000 election officials and county 

commissioners to solicit election grant recipients (Exhibit 11). 

2. Grose lied when he said the Institute called 300 election administrators to solicit 

Schwarzenegger election grant recipients (Exhibit 10). 
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3. Grose lied when he said the Institute used a random method to select 300 election 

administrators to offer Schwarzenegger election grants over the phone (Exhibit 10). 

4.  Schwarzenegger lied when he said his grants went only to counties previously covered by 

the Voting Rights Act, Section 5 (Exhibit 11). The North Carolina counties of Graham, 

Haywood, McDowell, Surry and Swain received Schwarzenegger election grants though the 

counties were not previously covered by the Voting Rights Act, Section 5. 

5. USC Schwarzenegger Institute lied when the organization claimed the Schwarzenegger 

grants increased voter turnout by 6.3% (Exhibit 9). Grose lied when he said 

Schwarzenegger’s grants increased voter turnout by 6.5% points (Exhibit 15). 

Carol L. Folt is the current USC President. Dana Goldman is the Interim Dean of the USC Sol 

Price School of Public Policy. Both Folt and Goldman were responsible for supervising 

Schwarzenegger, Grose, Conyers, and the USC Schwarzenegger Institute. Both Folt and 

Goldman failed in their duties to make sure Schwarzenegger’s $2.5 million gift to USC followed 

USC’s gift giving policies, a means USC uses to reject improper gifts like Schwarzenegger’s. 

Because USC is ultimately accountable for the USC Schwarzenegger Institute election grants, 

Folt and Goldman are responsible for USC, Schwarzenegger, and USC Schwarzenegger 

Institute’s election grants that exceeded federal election campaign contribution limits. 

Arnold Schwarzenegger Used “Election Grants” to Settle a Score with 

President Donald Trump 

Arnold Schwarzenegger’s thinly veiled political donations was just another chapter in his bitter 

feud with President Trump. Schwarzenegger exploited the University of Southern California and 

the USC Schwarzenegger Institute to conceal his Joe Biden campaign contributions.  

The Schwarzenegger-Trump feud started when Schwarzenegger replaced Trump as host of 

“Celebrity Apprentice.” Trump jabbed at Schwarzenegger because the Celebrity Apprentice’s 

ratings plummeted after Schwarzenegger took over the show’s hosting duties. (Exhibit 1: Arnold 
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Schwarzenegger Breaks Down His Beef with Donald Trump). On the other hand, 

Schwarzenegger blamed Trump for Celebrity Apprentice’s decline since Trump was listed as the 

show’s executive producer. (Exhibit 2: “Arnold Schwarzenegger Claps Back After Donald 

Trump Digs at Him”).  

On October 8, 2016 Schwarzenegger said, “For the first time since I became a citizen in 1983, I 

will not vote for the Republican candidate for President” (Exhibit 3: Arnold Schwarzenegger 

Blasts Donald Trump Over His Bizarre Claim That He 'Died').  After announcing he wasn’t 

supporting Republican Donald Trump before the 2016 presidential election, Schwarzenegger 

continued as a constant critic and nemesis during President Trump’s entire four year term. After 

Trump lost his reelection bid, Schwarzenegger called Trump “the worst president ever” (Exhibit 

4: Arnold Schwarzenegger calls Trump 'worst president ever). 

Schwarzenegger and Trump also clashed over environmental policy. In an editorial, 

Schwarzenegger wrote, “Trump can’t erase a decade of clean air progress with a 

sharpie” (Exhibit 5: Schwarzenegger Tackles Clean Air and Minority Rule in the Washington 

Post). Schwarzenegger called President Trump “un-American” because Trump eased 

environmental restrictions (Exhibit 6: Arnold Schwarzenegger slams Trump for ‘un-American’ 

rollback of environmental protections). “I’m sure the [Environmental Protection Agency] and the 

White House will continue to say this dumb policy decision is all about stopping regulations that 

‘cripple the economy',” Schwarzenegger added. 

The Schwarzenegger-Trump feud and environmental policy differences provided 

Schwarzenegger with the motives to donate $2.5 million to defeat Donald Trump, and USC 

Schwarzenegger Institute’s election grants provided Schwarzenegger with the means to help 

elect Joe Biden. 

Schwarzenegger Says He is Personally Paying for the Election Grants 
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The USC Schwarzenegger Institute started in 2012 when Schwarzenegger donated $20 million to 

the university. On September 23, 2020 Schwarzenegger invited public officials to apply for his 

election grants on USC Schwarzenegger Institute stationary (Exhibit 7: Democracy Grants for 

Election Administration); however, Schwarzenegger made it clear that he was the one who will 

pay for the election grants. “If you have a budget problem that keeps you from reopening polling 

stations, I want to help. I made millions because of this country, and spending money to help my 

fellow Americans vote is the least I can do. I am making grants available for local and state 

elections officials who want to reopen polling stations because of a lack of funding.” In 

Schwarzenegger’s aforementioned statement, Schwarzenegger clearly said he is solely 

responsible for paying for the election funding. Schwarzenegger statement made no claim that 

the USC Schwarzenegger Institute will underwrite the costs of his election grants. 

In the USC Sol Price School of Public Policy announcement of Schwarzenegger’s grants, the 

press release said,  “Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger is paying these grants out of his own 

pocket up to several million dollars in response to the closure of thousands of polling locations 

across the county due to a lack of funding” (Exhibit 12: USC Schwarzenegger Institute Initiates 

Democracy Grants for Voting Access and Election Administration). 

The USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s Conyers Davis sent a congratulatory letter to Douglas 

County Election Director Milton Kidd. The letter stated, “On behalf of Governor Arnold 

Schwarzenegger, I am pleased to notify you that the USC Schwarzenegger Institute for State and 

Global Policy will provide a grant of $99,600 to Douglas County, Georgia …” (Exhibit 8: USC 

Schwarzenegger Institute’s Letter to Milton Kidd). Contrary to what was said in 

Schwarzenegger’s grant announcement, Conyers’ letter plainly states that it is USC 

Schwarzenegger Institute who is providing a $99,600 grant to Douglas County, Georgia, not 

Arnold Schwarzenegger. Conyers wrote nearly an identical letter for Schwarzenegger’s $41,857 

election grant to Maricopa County, Arizona (Exhibit 21: Maricopa County and USC 

Schwarzenegger Signed Agreement).  
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During his election grant announcement Schwarzenegger purposely hid the fact that the USC 

Schwarzenegger Institute wrote the checks for the grants. Here are four reasons for 

Schwarzenegger’s concealment: 

1. Schwarzenegger stands to reap tax benefits by first giving money for his election grants to 

the nonprofit USC Schwarzenegger Institute before the Institute at his direction redistributed 

his money to local counties. Had Schwarzenegger contributed directly to Joe Biden and the 

other Democratic candidates his election grants supported, Schwarzenegger could not have 

claimed his USC donation as a tax deduction. 

2. Schwarzenegger used his USC Schwarzenegger Institute to provide election grants as a 

means to launder or sanitize his illicit campaign contributions to Joe Biden. Having USC 

Schwarzenegger Institute distribute the money for Schwarzenegger’s election grants 

provided an appearance of propriety or legitimacy to Schwarzenegger’s election grants. 

3. USC Schwarzenegger Institute distributing Schwarzenegger’s $2.5 million enabled 

Schwarzenegger to go 8,900 times over the federal election individual campaign contribution 

limit of $2,800. Schwarzenegger purposely used the USC Schwarzenegger Institute to 

conceal his unlawful Joe Biden campaign contribution. 

4. Schwarzenegger gave $2.5 million to his namesake institute so the USC Schwarzenegger 

Institute could distribute the grant money that was used to defeat President Trump. Since 

Schwarzenegger is the Chairman of the USC Schwarzenegger Institute, he remained in 

control of his USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s $2.5 million grant money as if the money was 

still his.  

USC’s Failure to Supervise Schwarzenegger and the USC Schwarzenegger Institute 

The ultimate responsibility of USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s election grants falls upon USC. 

USC President Carol Folt, and Interim Dean Dana Goldman. USC has many gift giving policies, 
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procedures, and administrators involved in the acceptance of gifts and how the university 

distributes them.  

Schwarzenegger’s numerous election grant media appearances also show how Schwarzenegger 

manipulated USC for his own self-promotion. The USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s “Democracy 

Grants for Election Administrators” contains 30 media stories. All 30 stories featured 

Schwarzenegger as the centerpiece of their articles (Exhibit 7: Democracy Grants for Election 

Administration, “In the News,” pages 4-7). The beginning of this press release (Exhibit 7) starts 

in large, bold letters with, “Arnold Schwarzenegger’s Letter to Election Officials.” On the letters 

to inform grant applicants that they are receiving a grant, the letter states, “On behalf of 

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, I am pleased to notify you …” (Exhibits 8 and 21). 

Schwarzenegger made sure the public knew that he paid for and distributed USC 

Schwarzenegger Institute election grants. When Schwarzenegger hosted USC Schwarzenegger 

Institute’s Democracy Heroes Awards Ceremony it was Schwarzenegger, not USC, who received 

top billing (Exhibit 9: Click here or see Exhibit 9: The Democracy Action Hero Awards 

Ceremony with Arnold Schwarzenegger). 

USC had one committee, at least three departments, numerous policies, and several 

administrators that could have reviewed and denied the USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s election 

grants. 

1. USC has a gift acceptance policy that includes following the Council for Advancement and 

Support of Education (CASE) standards. CASE requires the university’s chief financial 

officer, two members of the Board of Trustees, and the vice president for development to 

form a Gift Acceptance Committee. Since the Gift Acceptance Committee is supposed to 

review all gifts over $300,000, USC’s Gift Committee should have reviewed and denied 

Schwarzenegger’s $2.5 million political donation to the USC Schwarzenegger Institute. 
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2. USC’s Office of General Counsel is involved with “donor gift restrictions, designation of use 

of funds and conditions on use of funds.” Since Schwarzenegger specifically designated that 

his $2.5 million donation to USC were only for grants that went to states that were 

previously covered by the Voters Rights Act, Section 5, USC’s Office of General Council 

should have reviewed and denied Schwarzenegger’s $2.5 million gift to the USC 

Schwarzenegger Institute. 

3. USC’s Office of Government and Civic Engagement oversees USC’s political activity 

policies. Any political statement by employees or agents may not be attributed to USC; 

however, Schwarzenegger published his political statements on USC’s website and on USC 

stationary. USC cannot differentiate between the personal statements on social and main 

stream media that are attributed to Schwarzenegger the political gadfly and the political 

comments Schwarzenegger makes as a USC professor and Chairman of USC’s 

Schwarzenegger Institute. Schwarzenegger making political statements on behalf of USC 

Schwarzenegger’s Institute violates USC’s political activity policies. 

4. USC’s Office of Culture, Ethics and Compliance deals with conflicts of interest, 

endorsements and personal use of University Assets. Schwarzenegger had a significant 

conflict of interest because he was feuding with Trump at the same time he supervised the 

distribution of his election grants that influenced the outcome of the Biden-Trump election, 

especially in Arizona and Georgia (see below). Schwarzenegger’s $2.5 million USC 

donation was also a conflict of interest because Schwarzenegger was both a USC gift giver 

and as Chairman of the USC Schwarzenegger Institute, Schwarzenegger controlled the 

distribution of the money that he originally donated to USC. 

Schwarzenegger’s Georgia Political Contributions Disguised as Election Grants 

Schwarzenegger’s election grants went to 33 counties in eight states. Nearly one-third or 10 

grants went to Georgia counties (Exhibit 9: The Democracy Action Hero Awards Ceremony with 

Arnold Schwarzenegger). There are 159 counties throughout the State of Georgia. Of the 159 

Georgia counties, in the last presidential election 30 counties voted for Joe Biden and 129 voted 
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for Donald Trump. All 10 of Schwarzenegger’s Georgia election grants went to Democratic 

counties that Joe Biden won. Schwarzenegger’s Georgia election grants were highly disguised 

Joe Biden campaign contributions. The biggest Schwarzenegger election grant beneficiaries were 

Joe Biden and two Georgia senate Democrats on the ticket with him. 

Table 1 below lists the vote totals of the Georgia counties that received Schwarzenegger’s 

political donations disguised as election grants. 

The Vote Totals of 10 Georgia Counties that Received 
Schwarzenegger’s Election Grants 

Table 1 

Click on the counties hyperlink in the first column above to view the presidential vote source. 

Table 2 below lists the amount of money Schwarzenegger granted to each of the 10 Georgia 

counties. The dollar amount of five counties who received Schwarzenegger’s grants remain 

County Biden Vote Trump Vote

Chatham County 78,254 53,237

Clayton County 95,466 15,811

Douglas County 42,653 25,323

Early County 2,722 2,437

Gwinnett County 241,827 166,413

Lamar County 6,330 2,615

Lee County 12,007 4,558

Muscogee County 49,529 30,049

Randolph County 1,671 1,391

Taliferro County 561 360

Total Vote 531,020 302,194
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unknown. The total amount of Schwarzenegger’s grants to the five known Georgia counties is 

$1,377,219. 

The Amount of Schwarzenegger’s Grants to 10 Georgia Counties 

Table 2 

Click on the hyperlink in the right hand column in Table 2 above to see the source of 

Schwarzenegger’s grants to a county. 

Schwarzenegger claimed that his grants resulted in a 6.3% increase in voter turnout (Exhibit 9: 

The Democracy Action Hero Awards Ceremony with Arnold Schwarzenegger). Complainant 

applied Schwarzenegger’s 6.3% increase in voter turnout to each Georgia county that received a 

Schwarzenegger election grant in Table 3 below.  

Total Increase in Biden-Trump Votes in Georgia Counties Receiving 

Schwarzenegger Grants 

County Schwarzenegger Grant

Chatham County $100,000

Clayton County $866,944

Douglas County $99,600

Early County ??

Gwinnett County $100,000

Lamar County ??

Lee County ??

Muscogee County $210,675

Randolph County ??

Taliferro County ??

Total Schwarzenegger Grants $1,377,219
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Table 3 

Biden received 531,020 votes and Trump garnered 301,194 votes  in the 10 Georgia counties that 

collected USC Schwarzenegger election grants (See Total Vote in Table 1). Because more voters 

voted for Biden than Trump in the 10 Georgia counties, Schwarzenegger’s grants increased 

Biden’s vote by 16% more than it did the Trump vote. USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s claim 

that its election grants increased voter turnout by 6.3% led to Biden receiving 34,031 and Trump 

receiving 20,201 more votes in the 10 Georgia counties who received Schwarzenegger grant 

money. 

Analysis of USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s Georgia Election Grants 

One of he more compelling facts that Schwarzenegger meddled in the Georgia election is that all 

10 of USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s Georgia Election Grants went to counties that Biden won 

though Biden won only 30 counties or 19% of Georgia’s 159 counties.  

County Biden Vote Increase Trump Vote Increase

Chatham County 4,638 3,155

Clayton County 5,658 937

Douglas County 2,528 1501

Early County 2,722 2,437

Gwinnett County 14,332 9863

Lamar County 375 154

Lee County 711 270

Muscogee County 2,935 1781

Randolph County 99 82

Taliferro County 33 21

Total Vote 34,031 20201
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Christian Grose a USC associate professor who administered Schwarzenegger’s grants said, 

“The Institute randomly (Italics added) called 300 election administrators in the targeted states to 

tell them about the grants (Exhibit 10: “Dollars from Wealthy Donors, Including 

Schwarzenegger, Add Muscle to Voting Access”). The odds of the Institute granting to only 

Democratic counties in Georgia are astronomical if Grose actually used a random method or 

random generator to select the 300 election administrators for the Institute to call. 

In a September 23, 2020 tweet, Schwarzenegger said, “Today I sent a letter to nearly 6.000 

elections officials and county commissioners in states formerly covered by Voting Rights Act 

Section 5 inviting them to apply for grants, funded by me, to reopen polling centers and improve 

voting access” (Exhibit 11: “Schwarzenegger sends letter to 6,000 election officials”).   

The formula to determine the random probability of USC Schwarzenegger Institute selecting one 

Georgia county to receive a grant is 1/6,000 =.00017. The random probability of USC 

Schwarzenegger Institute selecting a second Georgia county to receive a grant is 1/5,999 

=0.00017. The formula to determine the probability of USC Schwarzenegger Institute providing 

two Georgia grants is 00017 x .00017 =0.000000028. The formula to determine the probability 

of USC Schwarzenegger Institute providing three Georgia grants is .00017 x .00017 x .00017 = 

0.0000000000049.  

One statistician calculated the the probability of winning the UK National Lottery as 

0.0000000221938762. The 0.0000000221938762 probability of winning the UK National 

Lottery is significantly higher than the 0.0000000000049 probability of USC Schwarzenegger 

Institute randomly selecting three Georgia counties to receive its grants. So far Complainant 

calculated only the probability of  USC Schwarzenegger Institute selecting three Georgia 

counties to receive its grants. Imagine the probability of USC Schwarzenegger Institute selecting 

ten Georgia counties to receive its grants? We would have to put another 15-20 zeros in front the 
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probability of USC Schwarzenegger Institute randomly selecting all ten Democratic Georgia 

counties. 

The USC Schwarzenegger Institute granted $1,377,219 to five Georgia counties. USC 

Schwarzenegger Institute grants to the five other Georgia counties are unknown because the 

Institute has not released those figures. The USC Schwarzenegger Institute granted a total of 

$2,500,000 to 33 counties in eight states, so more than 55% of Schwarzenegger’s election grants 

went to five Georgia counties.  

Below are five reasons why the FEC should consider USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s Georgia 

grants as political donations. 

1. The probability that USC Schwarzenegger Institute randomly selected 10 Democratic 

Georgia counties to receive the Institute’s grants is almost nil. 

2. The USC Schwarzenegger Institute targeted more than half ($1,377,219) of its overall grant 

money ($2,500,000) to increase the Democratic vote in five Georgia counties that voted for 

Biden on the November 3, 2020. The USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s Georgia grants of 

$1,377,219 will increase more once the grant amounts of the other five Georgia counties 

become public.  

3. $75,758 is the average grant amount if all 33 USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s grant 

recipients received the same amount ($2,500,000/33=$75,758). $275,444 is the average 

amount of the five Georgia counties who received a Schwarzenegger grant 

($1,377,219/5=$275,444). The USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s average Georgia grant is 3.5 

times more the average of USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s average for all 33 grants. USC 

Schwarzenegger Institute much higher average Georgia county grant proves 

Schwarzenegger’s grants sought to reach Biden’s voters in the Georgia Democratic counties. 

4. The USC Schwarzenegger Institute provided Clayton County, Georgia with a grant of  

$866,944, which is significantly more money than any other USC Schwarzenegger Institute 

grant. At 88.49% Clayton County had the highest percentage of votes in a Georgia county for 
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Biden. It was Schwarzenegger’s deliberate intent that his largest grant went to the Georgia 

county with the highest percentage of Biden voters. 

5. The USC Schwarzenegger Institute grant goal was to increase voter turnout. After the 

election the Institute calculated its election grants increased voter turnout by 6.3%. There 

was 34,031 increase in Biden votes and a 20,201 increase in Trump votes in the 10 Georgia 

counties that received USC Schwarzenegger grants (See Table 3 above). Joe Biden received 

a 13,830 net vote gain (34,031 Biden vote gain- 20,201 Trump net gain = 13,830 Biden net 

vote gain). Biden won Georgia by 12,670 votes. Since Schwarzenegger’s grants increased 

Biden’s vote count by 13,830, it is very conceivable that Schwarzenegger’s grants help put 

Biden over the top and win Georgia’s 16 electoral votes. 

The USC Schwarzenegger Institute also took some credit for the Rev. Raphael Warnock and Jon 

Ossoff winning their Georgia senate runoff elections on January 5, 2021. “Funding delivered to 

areas such as Muscogee and Randolph Counties from non-profit USC Schwarzenegger Institute 

for State and Global Policy showed higher voter turnout, according to data from Christian Grose, 

the institute’s academic director. “Early data from Grose shows that there were 1.5 more early 

voting locations in the January runoff compared to other, unfunded, counties in Georgia. 

For example, in Muscogee County, Nancy Boren was able to keep early voting locations open 

that she had initially opened in November, according to Grose. Grose’s early data says that 79 

early voting or dropbox locations opened for the runoff in Georgia counties that received funding 

from Schwarzenegger. The funding in November helped local election administrators stretch 

budgets to handle the runoff, making voter access more available” (Exhibit 20: ‘You’re 

terminated. Hasta la vista, baby.” Schwarzenegger criticizes Trump, reacts to Georgia elections). 

USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s Improper Influence in the Arizona Presidential Race 

More than 60% of the Arizona votes cast in the Biden-Trump election were in Maricopa County. 

The USC Schwarzenegger Institute grant of  $41,857 to Maricopa County provided “funding to 

support the opening 14 new drive-through ballot drop-box centers at sports stadiums and other 
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large venues the weekend before election day” (Exhibit 7: Democracy Grants for Election 

Administration). 

Biden won Maricopa County by 45,109 votes. Biden won the entire State of Arizona by 10,457. 

Outside of Maricopa County Biden lost by 34,652 votes to Trump. The USC Schwarzenegger 

Institute grant to Maricopa County was for the purpose of increasing the Maricopa County vote 

so that Biden had enough statewide votes to win Arizona’s 11 electoral votes. Without such a 

wide margin of Maricopa County votes thanks in part to the USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s 

grant, Biden winning Arizona was much less likely. 

USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s North Carolina Grants 

As with Georgia, the probability of USC Schwarzenegger randomly selecting the 11 North 

Carolina counties that the Institute picked for its grants is close to nil. When the USC 

Schwarzenegger Institute listed its grants, most likely the Institute listed its grants in 

chronological order (Exhibit 7). Page 4 of Exhibit 7 lists the USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s last 

11 grants. Seven of USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s last 11 grants went to North Carolina 

counties.  

The USC Schwarzenegger Institute purposely targeted North Carolina counties for its grants for 

two reasons. 1. There was a top USC Schwarzenegger Institute administrator from North 

Carolina who deliberately directed 11 of the Institute’s 31 grants to his home state of North 

Carolina. 2. The USC Schwarzenegger Institute used North Carolina to cover-up its biased 

Georgia grants by showing nine North Carolina grants to counties that Donald Trump won. 

Christian Grose is the USC Schwarzenegger Institute administrator who helped select the 

Institute’s grants. (Exhibit 10). According to his social media post, Grose grew up North Carolina 

(Exhibit 13. Christian Grose Grew Up in North Carolina). North Carolina received the highest 
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number of USC Institute’s grants because of Grose’s North Carolina roots and because Grose’s 

influence in the selection and administration USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s grants. 

Trump beat Biden by 66,423 votes in the North Carolina counties that received Schwarzenegger 

election grants (Table 4). By comparison, in the Georgia counties that received Schwarzenegger 

grants, Biden beat Trump by 228,826. Though Georgia has only one more electoral vote than 

North Carolina, Schwarzenegger’s primary goal was to increase Biden’s Georgia vote total more 

than Trump’s. More importantly, Schwarzenegger wanted more of his grant money to go to 

Democratic Georgia counties because Georgia was a swing state and in play, whereas North 

Carolina was not. 

Table 4 

The USC Schwarzenegger Institute stated its goal was to offer election grants to 6,000 election 

jurisdictions in 10 different states. The USC Schwarzenegger Institute ended up with North 

County Biden Votes Trump Votes

Graham 905 3,710

Greene 3,832 4,874

Haywood 13,144 22,834

Hertford 7,097 3,479

Jackson 9,591 11,356

Lee 12,143 16,469

McDowell 5,832 16,883

Onslow 24,266 46,078

Surry 8,721 27,538

Swain 2,780 4,161

Warren 6,400 3,752

94,711 161,134
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Carolina (11) and Georgia (10) receiving 21 of the Institute’s 31 grants. The odds are 

astronomical that the USC Schwarzenegger Institute randomly selected 21 of 31 grants for two 

of 11 states 

Comparing the USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s North Carolina and Georgia grants is one way to 

determine the Institute’s support of Joe Biden. Georgia is allotted 16 electoral votes and North 

Carolina, 15 electoral votes. Unfortunately the USC Schwarzenegger Institute has not made the 

amount of all of the Institute’s grants public. If the Schwarzenegger’s grants were public, the 

total amount of North Carolina grants could be compared to the total amount of Georgia’s grants. 

One would expect the USC Schwarzenegger Institute would dole similar amounts of grant 

money to Georgia and North Carolina because the two states are similar in size.  

The USC Schwarzenegger Institute granted Warren County, North Carolina $17,824 and 

Haywood County North Carolina $8,681. Schwarzenegger’s North Carolina grants are a paltry 

some compared to the $275,444 average amount of the five known Georgia grants. Since we 

already know 55% of the USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s grant money went to five Georgia 

counties, we can deduce North Carolina received significantly less Schwarzenegger election 

grant money than Georgia.  

Similarities Between CTCL and USC Schwarzenegger Institute Election Grants 

The similarities between Center for Tech and Civic Life (CTCL) and the USC Schwarzenegger 

Institute’s election grants are striking. Both CTCL and USC Schwarzenegger Institute are 

nonprofits that received donations from wealthy benefactors to support election grants. Facebook 

CEO Mark Zuckerberg and his wife Pricilla Chan donated $400 million to CTCL who in turn 

redistributed Zuckerberg-Chan’s money as election grants. Arnold Schwarzenegger donated $2.5 

million to the USC Schwarzenegger Institute who promptly distributed election grants to 31 

counties. 
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Both the CTCL and the USC Schwarzenegger Institute used dubious reasons to justify their 

election grants. CTCL said its grants were necessary because of the COVID virus, though no one 

on CTCL’s staff, Board of Directors, or Advisory Staff had any medical expertise or experience 

to make sure CTCL’s grants were used for medical purposes. Increasing voter turnout in 

Democratic cities and counties was the real motive for CTCL’s grants. The USC Schwarzenegger 

Institute said it distributed grants to election officials who were formerly covered by Voting 

Rights Act Section 5. The USC Schwarzenegger Institute presented no research or current legal 

cases that demonstrated discrimination against voters in the election jurisdictions that received 

the Institute’s grants. As with CTCL, the USC Schwarzenegger Institute mainly targeted election 

jurisdictions with Democratic majorities to help Biden win the states of Arizona and Georgia. 

Both CTCL and the USC Schwarzenegger Institute were led by “Never Trumpers.” CTCL 

Executive Director Tiana Epps-Johnson wrote several disparaging remarks about President 

Trump at the same time she was directing CTCL to distribute grants that influenced the outcome 

of his presidential election. Epps-Johnson praised candidate Joe Biden when he picked Kamala 

Harris as his vice presidential running mate.   

CTCL Director Whitney May twice wrote, “Don’t vote for Trump” on social media. May 

viciously attacked the First Lady Melania Trump, President Trump’s son Baron, daughter Ivanka, 

and son-in-law Jared Kushner. To view Complainant’s video about Epps-Johnson and May’s 

inappropriate Trump comments, click here.  

Arnold Schwarzenegger became a Never Trumper after he and Donald Trump publicly feuded 

over who was responsible for the decline of the Celebrity Apprentice ratings The feud between 

the two men was so bad, in 2016 Schwarzenegger told his four million Twitter followers that he 

wasn’t voting Republican for the first time in his life. During a 2016 CNN interview 

Schwarzenegger said he did not vote for Trump and encouraged others not to vote for him (Click 

here and start to watch a 45 seconds). Schwarzenegger also called Trump “un-American” and 

“the worst president ever.”  
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Christian Grose who administered Schwarzenegger’s election grants called President Trump “a 

fascist dictator” in one of his tweets (Exhibit 14: Grose calls President Trump “a fascist 

dictator”). 

CTCL and USC Schwarzenegger Institute Grants Went to the Same 23 Counties 

Table 5, Column 3 below lists the 33 counties that received election grants from the USC 

Schwarzenegger Institute. The dollar amount of USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s election grants 

for 21 counties are presently unknown. The amount of 12 CTCL election’s grants are currently 

unknown. The unknown dollar amounts of CTCL and USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s election 

grants demonstrate the need for election funding transparency.  

If CTCL did not award an election grant to the same county as USC Schwarzenegger Institute, 

then “No CTCL Grant” was inserted in Table 5, Column 2. Twenty-three (23) of the 33 counties 

that received USC Schwarzenegger Institute elections grants also received election grants from 

CTCL. The overlap of CTCL and USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s grants show a need for 

centralized funding of elections. 

Of the known election grants the USC Schwarzenegger Institute awarded $1,745,636 in election 

grants; CTCL, $16,306,827. CTCL granted nearly 10 times more money to the same counties 

that received USC Schwarzenegger Institute election grants. The USC Schwarzenegger Institute 

claimed that its election grants reached 3,513,787 voters, opened 200 plus voting sites, and 

increased voter participation by 6.5% (Exhibit 15 Christian Grose Grant Summary). Given that 

CTCL granted nearly 10 times the amount to the same counties as the USC Schwarzenegger 

Institute, Grose’s claims are dubious and exaggerated at best.  
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County CTCL Grant USC Schwarzenegger 
Institute Grant

Cameroon, Texas $1,853,729 $250,973

Douglas, Georgia $1,662,490 $99,600

Surry, North Carolina Grant Amount Unknown Grant Amount Unknown

Warren, North Carolina $37,980 $17,824

Barnwell, South Carolina Grant Amount Unknown Grant Amount Unknown

Muscogee, Georgia $414,245 $210,675

Nelson, Virgina No CTCL Grant Grant Amount Unknown

Young, Texas Grant Amount Unknown Grant Amount Unknown

Hertford, North Carolina No CTCL Grant Grant Amount Unknown

Chatham, Georgia $572,264 $100,000

Craig, Virginia $5,000 $4,032

Gwinnett, Georgia $4,200,000 $100,000

Hinds, Mississippi $1,500,000 $25,000

Lamar, Georgia No CTCL Grant Grant Amount Unknown

Richmond, Virgina No CTCL Grant Grant Amount Unknown

Buchanan, Virginia $5,000 Grant Amount Unkown

Colleton, South Carolina Grant Amount Unknown Grant Amount Unknown

James City, Virginia No CTCL Grant $20,000

Perry, Alabama No CTCL Grant Grant Amount Unknown

Taliaferro, Georgia No CTCL Grant Grant Amount Unknown

Wythe, Virginia Grant Amount Unknown Grant Amount Unknown

Clayton, Georgia $3,060,197 $866,994

Early, Georgia Grant Amount Unknown Grant Amount Unknown

Greene, North Carolina No CTCL Grant Grant Amount Unknown

Lee, Georgia Grant Amount Unknown Grant Amount Unknown

Onslow, North Carolina No CTCL Grant Grant Amount Unknown
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                                                          Table 5 

Schwarzenegger’s Unjustified Reasons for His Institute’s Election Grants 

There are 4,648 private colleges and universities in the United States, but only USC distributed 

2020 election grants.  

The full name of Schwarzenegger’s Institute is the “USC Schwarzenegger Institute for State and 

Global Policy.” The USC Schwarzenegger Institute should have followed its own principle of 

“Advancing Policy, not Politics” (Exhibit 16. Institute, Advancing Policy Not Politics). Indeed 

USC and the Schwarzenegger Institute’s grants created bad public policy and bad examples for 

other private schools by being the first private university to offer grants for public elections. USC 

distribution of election grants opens the door for all other private schools to award election 

grants in the future. 

Haywood, North 
Carolina

No CTCL Grant $8,681

Swain, North Carolina Grant Amount Unknown Grant Amount Unkown

Graham, North Carolina Grant Amount Unknown Grant Amount Unknown

Jackson, North Carolina Grant Amount Unknown Grant Amount Unknown

Maricopa, Arizona $2,995,922 $41,857

McDowell, North 
Carolina

Grant Amount Unknown Grant Amount Unknown

Randolph, Georgia Grant Amount Unknown Grant Amount Unknown

$16,308,827 $1,745,636

County CTCL Grant USC Schwarzenegger 
Institute Grant
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 The reason why the USC Schwarzenegger Institute election grants is bad policy because private 

election grants have no transparency, no accountability and no oversight. As with USC, every 

other private university may influence elections by targeting election grants to increase voter 

turnout for its candidate or cause. Moreover, universities’ election grants may help or hinder any 

given local, state or federal candidate or election. 

Schwarzenegger said he was making his election grants only available to states that were 

formerly covered by the Voting Rights Act, Section 5 (Exhibit 11). Voting Rights Act, Section 5 

required states and local governments with a history of racial discrimination to get permission 

from the federal government before changing their voting laws. In 2013 the US Supreme Court 

ruled the coverage formula in the Voters Rights Act, Section 4(b) to determine the pre-clearance 

requirement in the Voting Rights Act, Section 5 was unconstitutional (Shelby County v. Holder). 

The U.S. Supreme Court decision eliminated the pre-clearance requirement, but it did not 

eliminate the rights of voters and organizations to file lawsuits to remedy discrimination if they 

perceived unconstitutional impediments to voting. 

The USC Schwarzenegger Institute has crusaded for a variety of policy issues, but the Institute 

had never previously undertaken research or policy positions related to voters who were 

previously covered by Voting Rights Act, Section 5.  

Schwarzenegger did not give a specific reason of why he chose to provide election grants to 

jurisdictions previously covered by the Voting Rights Act, Section 5, so one must speculate. 

Schwarzenegger chose to give money to jurisdictions with a high percentage of minorities 

because Schwarzenegger assumed no one would object if minorities received additional money 

to increase their voter turnout. However, there is another way to expose Schwarzenegger’s 

hidden agenda and hidden motives. A New York Times exit poll determined that 87% of Black 

Voters; 65% of Hispanic/Latino Voters; 61% of Asian Voters; and 55% of Other Non-White 

Voters voted for Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden. Schwarzenegger concentrated his 

grants in minority jurisdictions because he knew that most of the additional minorities his 
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election grants brought to the polls would not vote for Trump, the man he called “UnAmerican” 

and “the worst president ever.” 

The lack of diversity at the USC Schwarzenegger Institute is more proof that Schwarzenegger 

was feigning support for minorities. Of the 21 USC Schwarzenegger Institute team members 

listed on its website, not one is African American (Exhibit 18: USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s 

Team Members or Click here). Of the 20 USC Schwarzenegger Institute Advisory Board 

members, not one board member is an African American (Exhibit 19: USC Schwarzenegger 

Institute’s Board of Advisors  or click here). 

Packing Money into Election Jurisdictions to Gerrymander an Entire State 

Cracking and packing are the two main types of gerrymandering. Cracking involves one political 

party remapping congressional boundaries for the purpose of removing voters from the other 

party. Packing entails one political party packing a disproportionate number of its voters in a 

congressional district. Gerrymandering is one of  USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s primary policy 

issues the Institute is working on. Ironically, the results of Schwarzenegger’s election grants did 

something very similar to gerrymandering that the Institute is fighting against. 

Schwarzenegger’s election grants to only Arizona and Georgia Democratic counties that Joe 

Biden won is a form of packing. Schwarzenegger deliberately packed money into Democratic 

counties because he wanted to increase Biden’s statewide votes. Schwarzenegger acknowledged 

his goal was to increase voter turnout. Complainant used Schwarzenegger’s Institute figure of 

6.3% increase in voter turnout to show that Schwarzenegger’s Georgia election grants could have 

conceivable provided Joe Biden with his Georgia margin of victory. By packing money into 10 

Georgia counties to increase Democratic turnout, Schwarzenegger’s election grants 

gerrymandered the whole State of Georgia to win 16 electoral votes for Biden. 
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Schwarzenegger’s election Maricopa County grant helped Joe Biden win Arizona’s 11 electoral 

votes. In 2020 Maricopa County accounted for slightly more than 60% of Arizona’s vote. 

Schwarzenegger’s funding of 14 new drive through ballot-box centers at sports stadiums and 

other large venues helped Biden win Maricopa County by 45,109 votes. Biden won Arizona by 

the smallest number of votes in one state, 10,457. Indeed, Schwarzenegger packing money into a 

key Democratic Arizona county was instrumental in Biden’s victory. 

Schwarzenegger and His Team’s 5 Lies and Deceptions 

1. Schwarzenegger lied when said his election grants were only for jurisdictions previously 

covered by Voting Rights Act, Section 5 (Exhibit 11). Six (6) of Schwarzenegger’s 33 

election grants or 18% of Schwarzenegger’s grants went to jurisdictions that were not 

previously covered by the Voting Rights Act, Section 5 (see Table 6). To view the names of 

the states that the Voting Rights Act, Section 5 previously covered, click here.  

                                      Table 6 

 It is not a coincidence that all six (6) jurisdictions who weren’t weren’t covered by the Voting 

Rights Act, Section 5 but received Schwarzenegger election grants were in North Carolina. As 

previously mentioned, Christian Grose who administered Schwarzenegger’s grants and served on 

North Carolina County Schwarzenegger Grant 
Recipients who weren’t covered by the Voting 

Rights Act, Section 5

Graham

Haywood

McDowell

Surry

Swain

Warren
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the grant selection committee is from North Carolina. Grose made sure his home state received 

11 of the 33 Schwarzenegger grants although more than half of the North Carolina grant 

recipients did not meet Schwarzenegger’s standard of previously Voting Rights Act, Section 5 

coverage. 

2. The distribution of Schwarzenegger grants to the states shows the Schwarzenegger Institute 

did not randomly select jurisdictions for its grants as it claims. Table 7 list the distribution of the 

Schwarzenegger grants. Besides North Carolina, the Voting Rights Act, Section 5 partially 

covered the states of California, Florida, Michigan New York and South Dakota. Because the 

USC Schwarzenegger Institute bestowed 11 grants to the partially covered State of North 

Carolina, the five other states that had partial coverage of the Voting Rights Act, Section 5 were 

also included in Table 7. 

State Number of Schwarzenegger Grants

Alabama 1

Alaska 0

Arizona 1

California 0

Michigan 0

Georgia 10

Louisiana 0

Mississippi 1

New York 0

North Carolina 11

South Carolina 2

South Dakota 0

Texas 2

Virgina 5

33
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                                              Table 7 

Look at the distribution of Schwarzenegger’s grants in Table 7, Column 2 Does that look like 

random distribution to you? 

In Table 7, 6 states received 0 Schwarzenegger grants; 3 states received 1 grant; 2 states received 

2 grants; one state received 5 grants; one state received 10 grants; and one state received 11 

grants. Supposedly the USC Schwarzenegger Institute randomly called and offered 300 election 

administrators grants in election jurisdictions that the Voting Rights Act, Section 5 previously 

covered (Exhibit 10). If the USC Schwarzenegger Institute randomly selected its 33 election 

grantees as it claims, then the distribution would not have yielded nine states with 0 or 1 grants, 

and two states with 10 or 11 grants. 

The USC Schwarzenegger Institute lied about randomly selecting grant recipients because it 

sought to cover-up its partisan political grants to Georgia. The USC Schwarzenegger Institute 

chose North Carolina to receive the most grants because Schwarzenegger grant administrator 

Christian Grose was from North Carolina. But the USC Schwarzenegger Institute had a more 

sinister reason for its 11 North Carolina. The USC Schwarzenegger Institute deliberately 

bestowed 11 grants to North Carolina as a means to draw suspicion away from the Institute’s 10 

Georgia grants that went only to counties Biden won. 

3. Schwarzenegger lied when said that he sent out nearly 6,000 letters and invited election 

officials and county commissioners to apply for his grant (Exhibit 11). If Schwarzenegger 

actually sent out 6,000 letters, the response rate for the free grant money is one-half of one 

percent (33 grants / 6000 letters is .0055).  Since Schwarzenegger election grants offered 6,000 

counties free money, it is absurd to believe only one-half of one percent of the election officials 

and commissioners responded to Schwarzenegger’s letter offering election grants. 

4. Grose said that the USC Schwarzenegger Institute randomly called 300 election administrators 

in the targeted states to tell them about the grants (Exhibit 10). The response rate for the 
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Institute’s 300 phone calls is 11% (33 Schwarzenegger grants / 300 phone calls = 11%). The 

Institute offered free money to the election administrators whom they spoke with on the phone. 

The administrators could ask the Institute’s representative any question they wanted during the 

phone call. The 300 election administrators who supposedly talked with an Institute employee 

had no reason to refuse the Institute’s monetary offer. Because it is absurd to believe that only 

11% of the the 300 election administrators accepted the Institute’s verbal grant offer, Grose lied 

about the Institute making 300 random phone calls to award Schwarzenegger’s election grants. 

5. The USC Schwarzenegger Institute lied about the Schwarzenegger election grants increasing 

voter turnout by 6.3% (Exhibit 9). Christian Grose lied when he claimed the Schwarzenegger 

election grants increased voter turnout by 6.5% (Exhibit 15). Claimant strongly supports the 

conclusion of election grants increased voter turnout in the last presidential election, but claimant 

disagree who is more responsible for the increase in voter turnout. 

Since CTCL granted $16.3 million in election grants compared to Schwarzenegger’s Institute 

grants of $1.7 million in the same counties, most of voter turnout increase is attributed to CTCL 

grants, not Schwarzenegger grants. CTCL’s grants dwarfed Schwarzenegger’s. For example in 

Maricopa, Arizona CTCL’s grant was $2,995,922 versus Schwarzenegger’s, $41,857; CTCL 

granted Gwinnett County, Georgia $4,200,000 which is fraction of Schwarzeneggers’ $100,000 

grant; and in Cameroon County, Texas CTCL granted $1,853,729 compared to Schwarzenegger’s 

$250,000 (see Table 5). Grose and the USC Schwarzenegger Institute lied about the extent of the 

increase in voter turnout from Schwarzenegger’s election grants because they desired the full 

credit for the increase in voter turnout that resulted from both Schwarzenegger and CTCL 

election grants. 

Final Comments 

Complainant Stone has no axe to grind with Arnold Schwarzenegger, USC, or any of the other 

respondents. After Schwarzenegger announced his first election grant, namely Cameroon 
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County, Texas, he called the USC Schwarzenegger Institute and spoke with Allison Kay, the 

Institute’s Special Projects and Office Coordinator. Complainant told Kay about his previous 

FEC complaint and two federal election lawsuits that involved private funding of public 

elections. 

Complainant also emailed Kay 30 minutes after they finished their phone conversation (Exhibit 

17: Complainant’s September 30, 2020 email to the USC Schwarzenegger Institute). The 

Complainant’s email said, “Since the 1970s I have followed Arnold's career with great 

admiration and respect from a body builder, to a movie star and to the Governor of California.  

I attached a Federal Election Commission complaint that I filed. I also attached Wisconsin and 

Minnesota federal court lawsuits. I would hate to have to go up against one of my longtime idols, 

namely the Terminator.  I truly hope the Schwarzenegger Institute refrains from making any 

more grants to election commissions.” 

Sixteen months before the September 11, 2001 terrorist attack, Complainant found a knife while 

he was disembarking an airplane at the Chicago O’Hare International Airport. Complainant 

passed the knife he found on the airplane and a letter to his Congressman, Rod Blagojevich. In 

his letter the Complainant said, “Airplane passengers are given a false sense of security because 

they believe no weapons are allowed beyond the metal detectors. Congressman Blagojevich, 

please lobby your colleagues in Congress and the FAA to stop allowing weapons on airplanes.” 

Two days after the 9/11 terrorists’ attacks, Congressman Blagojevich called the Complainant. 

The congressman twice said to this Complainant, “We should have listened to you and made 

airplane travel safer.” 

The events of 9/11 inspired the Complainant to run for a seat on the Chicago City Council. Three 

years after the election, Federal Court Judge Wayne A. Andersen awarded Complainant $75,000 

because up to 225 members of the infamous Chicago Political Machine violated Complainant’s 

civil rights when her ran for public office. 
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Complainant testified in-person at one of the Illinois Reform Commission’s public hearings. Two 

campaign financing reforms that the Complainant proposed to the Reform Commission 

eventually passed the Illinois General Assembly and became part of Illinois election law. 

Complainant filed a pro se federal court lawsuit against the City of Chicago and Alderman 

Edward M. Burke because Burke was using Chicago workers’ compensation money as a 

personal slush fund. Complainant withdrew his lawsuit after the City of Chicago agreed to move 

the administration of  workers’ compensation from Burke’s legislative committee to Chicago’s 

executive branch of government and perform an independent audit of the City of Chicago’s 

workers’ compensation program. Burke is currently awaiting trial on federal corruption charges. 

Complainant filed a pro se circuit court lawsuit to remove Langdon Neal as Chairman of the 

Chicago Board of Elections. Chairman Neal received over $110 million in no-bid government 

contracts from the very same elected officials whose elections he conducted and certified. 

Chairman Neal retired from his election commissioner position shortly after the Complainant’s 

lawsuit against him. 

Complainant’s political history explains his patriotic and democratic motives for his FEC 

complaint. Complainant sees the private funding of public elections as a significant threat to 

democracy. In addition to a lack of accountability and oversight, private funding of elections 

does not have adequate transparency. Currently, the dollar amount for 21 of 33 or 64% of the 

Schwarzenegger election grants are not public at this time.  

Unlike the Schwarzenegger election grants, the amount of Help America Vote Act funds and 

Cares election funds for every state are available on the Internet (For HAVA grants, click here 

and for Cares Act grants, click here). Each state in turn publishes how it redistributes HAVA and 

Cares Act money to the local counties, cites, towns and villages. The Schwarzenegger election 

grants amount to “dark money” contributed directly to the county clerk offices who conduct and 
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certify elections. Private election grants inherently possess the potential of being partisan 

donations that unduly influence the outcome of elections. 

The Schwarzenegger election grants were arbitrary and inconsistent. For example, the 

Schwarzenegger election grant to Clayton County, Georgia averaged $7.79 per Clayton County 

voter. By comparison the Schwarzenegger election grant to Gwinnett County, Georgia averaged 

$0.25 per Gwinnett County voter. The USC Schwarzenegger Institute provided no explanation or 

reason why one Georgia county received significantly more money per voter than another 

Georgia county. Complainant alleges the Schwarzenegger election grant provided the highest 

dollar amount per voter to Clayton County because Clayton County had the highest percentage 

of Georgia voters who cast their ballots for Democrat Joe Biden. 

Instead of the Schwarzenegger election grants being distributed on the percentage of preferred 

Democratic voters, HAVA and CARES Act election grants distributed money based on the 

number of registered voters. All counties, cities, towns and villages received the same dollar 

amount per registered voter,. The HAVA and CARES Act election grant distribution method puts 

an end to election grant riches and rags, such as the one that occurred between Clayton County’s 

$7.79 per Clayton County voter and $0.25 for a Gwinnett County voter. The per registered-voter 

method of distributing HAVA and Care grants insures each election jurisdiction receives its 

proportioned and even share of election grant money. 

Georgia, Louisiana, and Pennsylvania state legislators are currently trying to pass legislation that 

will outlaw private funding of future public elections in their states. The “Election Clause” in 

Article I, Section 4, Clause 1 of the U.S. Constitution provides Congress with the power to 

regulate or make election law at any time. There is no federal law that expressly prohibited the 

private USC Schwarzenegger Institute from providing grants for public elections, but it doesn’t 

mean Schwarzenegger and the USC Schwarzenegger Institute is innocent of any wrongdoing. 

Arnold Schwarzenegger and the USC Schwarzenegger Institute violated the federal campaign 

contribution limit law when the Institute distributed partisan election grants for the expressed  
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purpose of helping candidate Joe Biden win the states of Arizona and Georgia, and candidates 

Warnock and Ossoff win their Georgia senate elections.  

Schwarzenegger’s hatred for President Donald Trump led him to commit the most egregious 

political acts. Schwarzenegger donated $2.5 million to the USC Institute that bears his name. As 

Chairman of the USC Schwarzenegger Institute, Schwarzenegger remained in control of his $2.5 

million donation at all times. Schwarzenegger used his authority to distribute partisan grants as a 

means to settle personal and political scores with his nemesis, Donald Trump. Schwarzenegger’s 

election grants of  $2.5 million exceeded  the $2,800 federal election campaign contribution limit 

by nearly 900 times. 

Epilogue 

Complainant acknowledges Joe Biden is the winner of the November 3, 2020 election. 

Complainant also acknowledges that the allegations in his FEC complaint will not alter the 

outcome of the presidential and Georgia senate elections in any manner whatsoever.  

Complainant plans to pursue local and federal election laws that ban the private funding of 

public elections in the future. 
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Updated September 11, 2019

Arnold Schwarzenegger Breaks Down His Beef With 
Donald Trump, And It’s Actually About Love
The former governor of California explained “the 
reality” of their feud in a new interview.
By Lee Moran

Actor Arnold Schwarzenegger mocked Donald Trump, suggesting in a new 
interview that the president won’t drop their yearslong beef because he 

actually “wants to be me.” “I think he really — he’s in love with me,” the 
former governor of California told Men’s Health in a piece published online 

Tuesday. “That’s the reality of it. With Trump, he wants to be 
me.” Schwarzenegger replaced Trump as host of the “Celebrity Apprentice” 

in 2017 and the ratings promptly fell ― a fact the president has repeatedly 
reminded “The Terminator” star about. Schwarzenegger, meanwhile, has 

frequently criticized Trump and his administration ― particularly for its anti-
environmental agenda.

Schwarzenegger said Trump used to respect him and recalled his earlier 
relationship with the then-businessman. “I remember that in the old days, 

when we went to the wrestling matches, the way he admired people with 
bodies, and the way they would jump around in the ring, and to perform 

physical stunts and stuff like that,” he said. “He had great admiration for 
that.”
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CHRIS PIZZELLO/INVISION/AP
Arnold Schwarzenegger has frequently criticized President Donald Trump and his 

administration ― particularly on its anti-environmental agenda.

“He asked me, ‘How do you do that, with the movies? I mean, it’s so believable.’ He 
drilled down to specific questions that fascinated him. It was about, ‘How do you sell 
something?’ Like, a scene. ‘How do you go and act out a scene so that I get affected 
emotionally?’ He was fascinated by that, Schwarzenegger remembered. ”‘How do you 
do this when you do interviews – that you penetrate through it and you then are totally 
believable?’”

Elsewhere in the interview, Schwarzenegger explained why he often complains about 
Trump “not being able to shift from Trump to president.”
“Well, the reason why I say this is because I saw that with myself, that I was not able to 
shift from Arnold to governor. I was still stuck as Arnold,” he noted.
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“Arnold always gets things done. I forced my way in there, then I do it and do it and do it 
and do it, until it gets done. And I felt the same thing I can do with politics,” 
Schwarzenegger said. “But I learned quickly that that’s really not the way it works. You 
got to be able to bring people together. It takes much more time, much more effort, but 
that’s just the way it is. If you don’t like that, don’t get into politics.”
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Arnold Schwarzenegger Claps Back After Donald Trump Digs at Him Over Celebrity Apprentice 

Ratings 

The knock at Schwarzenegger is the latest in an ongoing feud between the two celebrities-turned-

politicians about The Apprentice 

By Ashley Boucher July 11, 2019 07:59 PM 

The clash between Arnold Schwarzenegger and President Donald Trump over The Apprentice 

franchise continues. 

Speaking at a social media summit at the White House on Thursday, Trump, 73, declared the 

action star and former governor “dead” — in reference to Schwarzenegger’s brief stint as host of 

the NBC reality show that made Trump a household name. 

“Arnold Schwarzenegger … You know what? He died … I was there,” Trump told the press, 

according to Yahoo News White House correspondent Hunter Walker. 

“The president was talking about Apprentice ratings when he quipped that Schwarzenegger 

‘died.’ Real life and death stuff,” Walker clarified in another tweet. 

Schwarzenegger, 71, spotted the tweets and responded with his own jab, tweeting, “I’m still here. 

Want to compare tax returns, @realDonaldTrump ?” 

The knock at Schwarzenegger is the latest in an ongoing feud between the two celebrities-turned-

politicians about the show. 

The former governor of California said in 2017 that he would step down as host because of the 

“baggage” brought with Trump’s association. He stepped in to replace Trump on The Celebrity 

Apprentice in 2017 after Trump transitioned from TV to politics in 2015. 

“I loved every second of working with NBC and Mark Burnett. Everyone – from the celebrities 

to the crew to the marketing department – was a straight 10, and I would absolutely work with all 

of them again on a show that doesn’t have this baggage,” Schwarzenegger told Variety at the 

time. 
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His statement came shortly after an interview with Empire magazine, in which he said he 

wouldn’t return to the show even if asked. He also said that would-be viewers were “boycotting” 

the show because Trump still had an executive producer credit. 

“I learned a lot, I had a great time, it was a really great opportunity. But under the circumstances, 

I don’t want to do it again,” Schwarzenegger told the outlet. 

“With Trump being involved in the show people have a bad taste and don’t want to participate as 

a spectator or as a sponsor or in any other way support the show,” he said. “It’s a very divisive 

period now and I think this show got caught up in all that division.” 

While Schwarzenegger blamed the declining ratings on Trump’s involvement in the show, Trump 

claimed that Schwarzenegger was simply bad at the job. 

“Yes, Arnold Schwarzenegger did a really bad job as Governor of California and even worse on 

the Apprentice…but at least he tried hard!” Trump tweeted in 2017. 

As he did on Thursday, the Terminator actor brought up the fact that Trump has never released 

his tax returns to the public, by quote-tweeting Trump’s comment with an article about 

Schwarzenegger releasing his own tax returns. 
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Arnold Schwarzenegger Blasts Donald Trump Over His Bizarre Claim 
That He ‘Died'
Trump has been at loggerheads with the former professional bodybuilder since 2016, 
when Schwarzenegger, a Republican, announced in 2016 that he would not be casting 
his vote for Trump.

• NEWS18.COM 
LAST UPDATED: 
JULY 12, 2019, 08:28 ISTFOLLOW US ON: 
FacebookTwitterInstagramTelegram Google News

US President Donald Trump and Arnold Schwarzenegger's ongoing feud is no secret and 
the two are often seen getting into a war of words on Twitter. 
After battling it out on the social media platform and across the airwaves, the war of 
words between the current host of Celebrity Apprentice and the former one continued 
when Trump, 73, declared Schwarzenegger dead during his speech at a social media 
summit at the White House on Thursday. 

“Arnold Schwarzenegger... You know what? He died... I was there,” Yahoo News White 
House correspondent Hunter Walker quoted Trump’s remarks on Twitter. 
“The president was talking about Apprentice ratings when he quipped that 
Schwarzenegger ‘died.’ Real life and death stuff,” Walker said in another tweet. 

“Arnold Schwarzenegger ... You know what? He died ... I was there.” - President 
Donald J. Trump — Arnold Schwarzenegger is, in fact, alive 
— Hunter Walker (@hunterw) July 11, 2019

The president was talking about Apprentice ratings when he quipped that 
Schwarzenegger “died.” Real life and death stuff. 
— Hunter Walker (@hunterw) July 11, 2019

Soon after spotting the tweet, Schwarzenegger, 71, responded to Trump with his own 
jab. He wrote: “I’m still here. Want to compare tax returns, @realDonaldTrump?” 

I’m still here. Want to compare tax returns, @realDonaldTrump? https://twitter.com/
hunterw/status/1149411241791807488…

4:14 PM · Jul 11, 2019
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For the uninitiated, Schwarzenegger took over as host of The Celebrity Apprentice after 
Trump was fired from the NBC in 2015 after making derogatory statements about 
Mexican immigrants. 
Trump has been at loggerheads with the former professional bodybuilder since 2016, 
when Schwarzenegger, a Republican, announced in 2016 that he would not be casting 
his vote for Trump. 

"For the first time since I became a citizen in 1983, I will not vote for the Republican 
candidate for President," he had said in his statement posted to his social media 
accounts at the time. 

Arnold 

@Schwarzenegger


As proud as I am to label myself a Republican, there is one label that I hold above all 
else - American. My full statement:
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12:13 PM · Oct 8, 2016
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50.3K


28.5K people are Tweeting about this


Meanwhile, Trump's social media summit is being heavily criticised as the President 
failed to invite representatives from tech giants such as Google, Facebook and Twitter. 
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Arnold Schwarzenegger calls Trump 'worst president 
ever'

by BOBBY CAINA CALVAN | Associated PressSunday, January 10th 2021

Former California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger compared the mob that 
stormed the U.S. Capitol to the Nazis and called President Donald Trump a 
failed leader who “will go down in history as the worst president ever.”

My message to my fellow Americans and friends around the world 
following this week's attack on the Capitol.


The Republican said in a video he released on social media on Sunday that 
“Wednesday was the Night of Broken Glass right here in the United 
States." In 1938, Nazis in Germany and Austria vandalized Jewish homes, 
schools and businesses during an attack that became known as “the Night 
of Broken Glass."
“The broken glass was in the windows of the United States Capitol. 
But the mob did not just shatter the windows of the Capitol, they 
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shattered the ideas we took for granted," he said. "They trampled the 
very principles on which our country was founded.”
Schwarzenegger, who was born in Austria, compared the Proud Boys — a 
far-right American extremist group — to the Nazis. Some Proud Boys 
leaders were arrested in the nation’s capital, before and after Wednesday’s 
riots.

In his video, Schwarzenegger called President Donald Trump a failed 
leader and said he took solace that Trump’s presidency was coming to an 
end and “would soon be as irrelevant as an old tweet.”
He called for national unity and vowed his support for President-elect Joe 
Biden after mobs loyal to Trump broke into the U.S. Capitol, causing a 
temporary suspension of the electoral count. Members of Congress later 
returned and certified the results.Five people died, including a Capitol 
police officer. Scores of rioters have been arrested and many more are 
being sought after the brazen attack.
“And to those who think they can overturn the United States 
Constitution, know this: You will never win,” Schwarzenegger said.
During the video, which runs for more than seven and a half minutes, 
Schwarzenegger likened American democracy to the sword he brandished 
in his early role as “Conan the Barbarian,” which he said only grows 
stronger when it is tempered.
Schwarzenegger, best known for his movie role as the Terminator, was 
elected as California's governor in 2003 during a special recall election. He 
was later elected to a full term.
“I believe, as shaken as we are about the events of recent days, we will 
come out stronger because we now understand what can be lost,” he said, 
adding that those behind Wednesday's riots — and those that fomented 
them — be held accountable.
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Arnold Schwarzenegger's Letter to Election
O!icials
Dear elections o!icials and good government organizations,

The United States gave me everything I have, and I believe it is my duty to repay the kindness of this
country every day of my life. Everything I achieved - my bodybuilding success, my movie roles, my
investments, my governorship, my family - would have been impossible anywhere but America.

I’ve read news stories about over a thousand polling locations closing around the country, even before the
pandemic, and I’ve seen over and over that these closures are based on a lack of funding. As a former
Governor who had to make a lot of cuts I didn’t like, I completely understand the dilemmas of a budget
crunch.

As someone who has been a fanatic about voting since I became a citizen in 1983, I want every American
to have equal access to the right to vote - yes, even the people who voted against me! As I read stories
about counties that only have one voting location for hundreds of square miles and people who wait in
line for four hours to vote, I started thinking about this more and more and realized the solution is easy. If
you have a budget problem that keeps you from reopening polling stations, I want to help. I made millions
because of this country, and spending my money to help my fellow Americans vote is the least I can do.

I am making grants available for local and state elections o!icials who want to reopen polling stations
they closed because of a lack of funding. These grants are completely non-partisan and will be o!ered to
those who demonstrate the greatest need and ability to close gaps in voting access. I don’t care if you are
an independent authority, a Democratic elections o!icial, or a Republican elections o!icial - I just don’t
want a single American to lose their ability to vote because of a lack of funding. I think this could be one of
the best investments I have ever made.

You can apply for the grants right now, and we will be getting the money out as fast as possible. I know the
next month is crucial for setting up this infrastructure, so please apply as soon as you can. You can fill out
the form here: https://www.pollingaccessgrants.org. We will get back to you within a week.
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Thank you for your consideration. I hope this can be a win for all of the fantastic citizens of our country.

Sincerely,

Arnold Schwarzenegger

Grant Recipients

Cameron County, Texas
Funding to support the opening of polling super centers, curbside voting and early voting

Douglas County, Georgia
Funding to support advanced/early and Election Day poll workers in order to operate polling sites

Surry County, North Carolina
Funding to support the hiring of one-stop and Election Day poll workers in order to operate polling
sites

Warren County, North Carolina
Funding to support hiring one-stop and Election Day poll workers in order to operate polling sites

Barnwell County, South Carolina
Funding to support additional poll workers

Muscogee County, Georgia
Funding to support in-person advance/early voting polling sites, in-person election day voting sites,
PPE, and hiring new poll workers

Nelson County, Virginia
Funding to support election day polling sites

Young County, Texas
Funding to support poll workers

Hertford County, North Carolina
Funding to support polling sites and PPE at polling sites

Chatham County, Georgia
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Funding to support hiring new poll workers, PPE for polling sites, and space for polling sites

Craig County, Virginia
Funding to support 38 election day and absentee processing workers and other support for polling
sites

Gwinnett County, Georgia
Funding to support additional hazard pay for additional poll workers

Hinds County, Mississippi
Funding to support poll workers at election day polling sites and PPE

Lamar County, Georgia
Funding to double the number of ballot drop boxes from 1 to 2

Richmond County, Virginia
Funding to support changes to polling sites to speed check-in and shorten lines

Buchanan County, Virginia
Funding to support polling sites and PPE for poll workers

Colleton County, South Carolina
Funding to support hazard pay for new poll workers and polling site locations

James City County, Virginia
Funding to support hiring more poll workers to increase voter access

Perry County, Alabama
Funding to open 4 new COVID-safe portable polling sites

Taliaferro County, Georgia
Funding to support PPE for poll workers and polling site locations

Wythe County, Virginia
Funding to support polling sites for increasing voter access

Clayton County, Georgia
Funding to open 7 new election day polling places. Funds also support poll workers, absentee ballot
processing, line management, and other support to reduce wait times and increase voter access
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Early County, Georgia
Funding to support additional poll workers for advance voting and election day voting

Greene County, North Carolina
Funding for 1 new physical polling place, to support poll workers, and to hire 35 new election day and
one-stop workers

Lee County, Georgia
Funding to support additional poll workers in two new polling places opened in county

Onslow County, North Carolina
Funding for new poll workers, to support the opening of one new polling place, and PPE for poll
workers

Swain County, North Carolina
Funding to support hiring more poll workers to increase polling access

Graham County, North Carolina
Funding to support additional poll workers

Haywood County, North Carolina
Funding to support 11 new part-time poll workers to help at polls and with absentee ballot processing

Jackson County, North Carolina
Funding to support one-stop and election day poll workers and 6 new absentee by-mail return centers

Maricopa County, Arizona
Funding to support the opening 14 new drive-through ballot drop-box centers at sports stadiums and
other large venues the weekend before election day

McDowell County, North Carolina
Funding to support additional poll workers

Randolph County, Georgia
Funding to support additional poll workers to avoid poll closures

In The News
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Fox Five Atlanta
Schwarzenegger Helps Open More Polls

WJTV
Hinds County receives grant to help keep voters safe from COVID-19

AFRO
Analysis: Voter suppression never went away. The tactics just changed.

The Hill
Schwarzenegger o!ers grants to reopen polling places

WRBL
Schwarzenegger invests in Columbus, calls Muscogee Elections Director Nancy Boren ‘a rock star’

WTVM
City announces two grants awarded to elections o!ice

WRBL
Schwarzenegger talks tanks, politics, and Columbus voting with WRBL’s Chuck Williams

Valley Morning Star
Early voting available all weekend

PEW
Wealthy Donors Spend Big to Expand Voting Access

Fox 5
Schwarzenegger Institute provides voting grants to Georgia counties

WRBL
Elections o!ice to open additional early voting dates following a grant from Arnold Schwarzenegger

Valley Morning Star
Major turnout: First day of early voting breaks records

KRGV
Cameron County voting 'supercenters' provide more space for curbside voting

WTVM
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City Council postpones mural request from CSU, announces two grants awarded to election o!ice

WRBL
Arnold Schwarzenegger's institute gives Muscogee County elections o!ice $200,000 grant

The Brownsville Herald
Go time: Elections chief expecting big start to early voting

San Benito News
Schwarzenegger donates $250K for county election

ProPublica
Private Funding for Election Administration

Houston Chronicle
Arnold Schwarzenegger pitches in $250K to help Texans vote safely during COVID

Valley Central
Former California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger grants Cameron County $250K for polling super
center

Valley Central
Arnold Schwarzenegger makes appearance in virtual Cameron County commissioners meeting

Fort Worth Star-Telegram
Schwarzenegger drops into Zoom meeting to donate $250,000 for Texas county election

Republic World
Arnold Schwarzenegger O!ers To Open Closed Polling Booths Ahead Of US Elections

WNEP
Arnold Schwarzenegger funding grant to open shuttered polling places

Spectrum News NY1
Arnold Schwarzenegger Wants to Fund Polling Places Closed Due to Budget Cuts

Upworthy
Arnold Schwarzenegger says he'll pay to reopen polling centers across America so everyone can vote

Variety
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Arnold Schwarzenegger O!ers Grants to Reopen Polling Places

Forbes
Schwarzenegger O!ers Local Election O!icials Funding To Reopen Polling Places

MarketWatch
Voting ‘fanatic’ Arnold Schwarzenegger o!ers to pay to reopen closed polling places

Fox News
Arnold Schwarzenegger o!ers to pay for reopening of polling places in the South: 'I’m a fanatic about
voting'
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Conyers Davis  
Global Director 

 
 

 

University of Southern California 
635 Downey Way, Verna and Peter Dauterive Hall 201, Los Angeles, California 90089- 3331  •  Tel: 213 821 5536  •  Fax: 213 821 1742 

October 1, 2020 
 
Milton D. Kidd 
Director of Elections & Voter Registration 
Douglas County 
8700 Hospital Drive 
1st Floor, County Courthouse 
Douglasville, GA 30134 
Delivered via email: mkidd@co.douglas.ga.us 
 
RE:  Application to the USC Schwarzenegger Institute’s Democracy Fund Initiative 
 
Dear Mr. Kidd, 
 
On behalf of Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, I am pleased to notify you that the USC 
Schwarzenegger Institute for State and Global Policy will provide a grant of $99,600 to Douglas 
County, Georgia to support nonpartisan efforts to increase voter access and the operations of 
polling in your district.  Congratulations! 
 
Your application was reviewed by a committee of experts including USC faculty who determined 
that your needs are aligned with program criteria and merit an award.  The funds should be used 
in accordance with your request.   
 
Please note that your entire requested budget was not granted.  The reduced award is due a 
number of factors including: 

• Some portion of your request does not meet the program specifications, 
• The expenses are not aligned with the program you outline, and/or 
• The requested amount is out of scope for this initiative. 

This grant will fund the hiring of poll workers and cover COVID hazard pay for poll workers. This 
grant will not fund the purchase of a ballot printer or the leasing of additional space. Please 
submit a revised budget for the total amount to be awarded as noted above to Allison Kay at the 
USC Schwarzenegger Institute at kayallis@price.usc.edu.   
 
The funds may not be used for lobbying efforts that support or oppose a specific candidate, a 
political party, specific regulations or legislation.  The funds may not be used to support or 
oppose an issue(s) other than voter access and voter education.   
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Conyers Davis  
Global Director 

 
 

  
Please keep records of expenditures relating to this grant.  All grant funds should be spent for the 
expressed purpose by November 30, 2020.  If funds are not used by that date, please contact the 
USC Schwarzenegger Institute at kayallis@price.usc.edu.   
 
Please provide a written report on your grant funded activities to the USC Schwarzenegger 
Institute via email at kayallis@price.usc.edu by December 15, 2020.   
 
Your report should be at least one page but no more than three pages and should include details 
of how you spent the funds to increase voter access, hire workers, and/or provide other election 
administration needs and any indicators of success.  Excerpts from your report may be made 
available to the press and/or used for academic research. 
 
If you agree with these terms, please have an authorized representative sign below and return a 
copy of this letter with your revised budget via email to kayallis@price.usc.edu within 10 days.  
Once the signed letter is received, the USC Schwarzenegger Institute will contact the person who 
signed below to proceed with the grant payment. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Conyers Davis 
Global Director 
 
Complete and return with your revised budget within 10 days to kayallis@price.usc.edu  

Authorized Representative 
Signature 

 

Date  

Print Name  

Title  

Agency or Municipality  

Email Address  

Phone  
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The USC Schwarzenegger Institute under the leadership of Price Professor Christian Grose, Conyers Davis, and Gov.
Schwarzenegger will convene a committee to determine grant winners and amounts. The committee anticipates
reviewing the proposals within 48 72 hours of receipt in order to distribute funds as quickly as possible.

Read Gov. Schwarzenegger’s letter to election o!icials and apply for Democracy Grants for Voting Access and
Election Administration here.

Related faculty

Arnold Schwarzenegger
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jay stone 

Lawsuits Against Private Funding of Elections
1 message

jay stone <j Wed, Sep 30, 2020 at 6:34 PM
To: kayallis@price.usc.edu

Hi Allison,

As I mentioned on the phone, this is a courtesy to the Schwarzenegger Institute. Since the 1970s I have followed
Arnold's career with great admiration and respect from a body builder, to a movie star and to the Governor of
California. 

I attached a Federal Election Commission complaint that I filed. I also attached Wisconsin and Minnesota federal court
lawsuits. I would hate to have to go up against one of my longtime idols, namely the Terminator.

I truly hope the Schwarzenegger Institute refrains from making any more grants to election commissions.

Positive Regards,

Jay Stone
Pleasant Prairie, WI
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EXCLUSIVE: ‘You’re terminated. Hasta la vista, baby.” Schwarzenegger criticizes 
Trump, reacts to Georgia elections ‘

NEWS

by: Chuck Williams

Posted: Jan 6, 2021 / 04:24 PM EST / Updated: Jan 6, 2021 / 04:48 PM EST


As WRBL News 3 was interviewing former California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger 
Wednesday about the Georgia elections that appear to have seen two Democrats – 
Rev. Raphael Warnock and Jon Ossoff — unseat Republican incumbents Sen. David 
Perdue and Sen. Kelly Loeffler, the unrest in Washington was unfolding. 

The movie star and former politician reacted to what he was seeing on the steps of our 
nation’s Capitol.

“I think it’s sad,” Schwarzenegger said. “I think it’s the finale of four years of craziness. 
For four years people all of the world where I traveled people have said to me, what’s 
going on in America. How can a man like this be elected? How do you explain that?” 

Schwarzenegger, a movie star, knows President Donald Trump and spoke about the 
president’s criticism of recent elections.

“And I have spent some time with him,” Schwarzenegger said. “And I have never seen 
this side of him. …. This side has never really surfaced as long as I have known him.” 

Schwarzenegger came to America in 1968 during a time of political and social unrest. 
He’s seen this movie before. 

“America will survive this,” he said. “America has survived dark times like this in the 
past.” 

A Republican, Schwarzenegger said the Georgia U.S. Senate runoffs sent a clear 
message to Trump and Republicans.

“The American people said to the president, ‘You are fired,'” he said. “And now the 
Georgian people said to the Republicans, ‘You are terminated. Hasta la vista, baby’ to 
the party and to the president. And they said we want to have change. What happened 
in the last four years, we were not happy with.” 
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The Schwarzenegger Institute at the University of Southern California gave grants to 
elections offices throughout the country to help facilitate voting during the COVID 
crisis. Several Georgia counties participated, including Muscogee.

Now that the polls are closed and the vote tally is in for Georgia’s two U.S. Senate 
runoffs, early data shows that voting locations in counties that received extra funding 
had higher turnout than others. according to the institute.

Funding delivered to areas such as Muscogee and Randolph Counties from non-profit 
USC Schwarzenegger Institute for State and Global Policy showed higher voter 
turnout, according to data from Christian Grose, the institute’s academic director.

Early data from Grose shows that there were 1.5 more early voting locations in the 
January runoff compared to other, unfunded, counties in Georgia.

For example, in Muscogee County, Nancy Boren was able to keep early voting 
locations open that she had initially opened in November, according to Grose.

Grose’s early data says that 79 early voting or dropbox locations opened for the runoff 
in Georgia counties that received funding from Schwarzenegger. The funding in 
November helped local election administrators stretch budgets to handle the runoff, 
making voter access more available.

“Once a voter turns out to vote, they don’t stop voting.  Randolph County, GA – a 
Schwarzenegger funded county – had about 97% turnout in the January runoff, 
measured as the percent who also voted in November,” Grose told News 3.

This means that from the November election to the January runoff, almost every voter 
in Randolph County voted in both elections.
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